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Abstract
In this paper we present a new exact schema theory for genetic programming and variable-length
genetic algorithms which is applicable to the
general class of homologous crossovers. These
are a group of operators, including GP one-point
crossover and GP uniform crossover, where the
offspring are created preserving the position of
the genetic material taken from the parents. The
theory is based on the concepts of GP crossover
masks and GP recombination distributions (both
introduced here for the first time), as well as the
notions of hyperschema and node reference systems introduced in other recent research. This
theory generalises and refines previous work in
GP and GA theory.

1 Introduction
Genetic programming theory has had a difficult childhood. After some excellent early efforts leading to different approximate schema theorems [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7],
only very recently have schema theories become available
which give exact formulations (rather than lower bounds)
for the expected number of instances of a schema at the
next generation. These exact theories are applicable to
GP with one-point crossover [8, 9, 10], standard crossover
and other subtree-swapping crossovers [11, 12, 13], and
different types of subtree mutation and headless chicken
crossover [14, 15].
Here we extend this work by presenting a new exact
schema theory for genetic programming which is applicable to a very important and general class of operators which
we call homologous crossovers. This group of operators generalises most common GA crossovers and includes
GP one-point crossover and GP uniform crossover [16].
These operators differ from the standard subtree swapping
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crossover [1] in that they require that the offspring being
created preserve the position of the genetic material taken
from the parents.
The paper is organised as follows. Firstly, we provide a review of earlier relevant work on GP schemata and cover the
key definitions and terms in Section 2. Then, in Section 3
we show how these ideas can be used to define the class
of homologous crossover operators and build probabilistic models for them. In Section 4 we use these to derive
schema theory results and an exact definition of effective
fitness for GP with homologous crossover. In Section 5 we
give an example that shows how the theory can be applied.
Some conclusions are drawn in Section 6.

2 Background
Schemata are sets of points of the search space sharing
some syntactic feature. For example, in the context of GAs
operating on binary strings, the syntactic representation of
a schema is usually a string of symbols from the alphabet
0,1,*  , where the character * is interpreted as a “don’t
care” symbol. Typically schema theorems are descriptions
of how the number of members of the population belonging
to a schema vary over time. Let  denote the probability at time that a newly created individual samples (or
matches) the schema  , which we term the total transmission probability of  . Then an exact schema theorem for a
generational system is simply [17]

    
(1)

where  is the population size,   ! is the
number
%$  is the
of individuals sampling  at generation "# and
expectation operator. Holland’s [18] and other worst-casescenario schema theories normally
a lower bound
#  provide
for & or, equivalently, for
' .
One of the difficulties in obtaining theoretical results on
GP using the idea of schema is that finding a workable definition of a schema is much less straightforward than for
GAs. Several alternative definitions have been proposed in

the literature [1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 5]. For brevity here we will
describe only the definition introduced in [6, 7], since this
is what is used in the rest of this paper. We will refer to this
kind of schemata as fixed-size-and-shape schemata.
Syntactically a GP fixed-size-and-shape schema
is
composed of functions
the set
(*) a +tree
) +from
and terminals from the set ,
 , where ( and
, are the function and terminal sets used in a GP run. The
primitive  is a “don’t care” symbol which stands for a single terminal or function. A schema  represents the set of
all programs having the same shape as  and
( the same labels for the non-  nodes. For example, if = +, *  and
, = x, y  the schema (+ x (= y =)) represents the
four programs (+ x (+ y x)), (+ x (+ y y)),
(+ x (* y x)) and (+ x (* y y)).
In [6, 7] a worst-case-scenario schema theorem was derived
for GP with point mutation and one-point crossover; as discussed in [8], this theorem is a generalisation of the version of Holland’s schema theorem [18] presented in [19]
to variable size structures. One-point crossover works by
using the same crossover point in both parent programs,
and then swapping the corresponding subtrees like standard
crossover. To account for the possible structural diversity
of the two parents, the selection of the crossover point is
restricted to the common region, the largest rooted region
where the two parent trees have the same topology. The
common region will be defined formally in Section 3.
One-point crossover can be considered to be an instance
of a much broader class of operators that can be defined
through the notion of the common region. For example,
in [16] we defined and studied a GP operator, called uniform crossover (based on uniform crossover in GAs), in
which the offspring is created by independently swapping
the nodes in the common region with a uniform probability. If a node belongs to the boundary of the common
region and is a function then also the nodes below it are
swapped, otherwise only the node label is swapped. Many
other operators of this kind are possible. We will call them
homologous crossovers, noting that our definition is more
restrictive than that in [20]. A formal description of these
operators will be given in Section 3.
The approximate schema theorem in [6, 7] was improved
in [9, 10], where an exact schema theory for GP with onepoint crossover was derived which was based on the notion of hyperschema. A GP hyperschema
rooted tree
(-) is+ a and
leaves
composed
of
internal
nodes
from
) ./0 . Again, = is a “don’t care” symbols
from ,
which stands for exactly one node, while # stands for any
valid subtree. For example, the hyperschema (* # (= x
=)) represents all the programs with the following characteristics: a) the root node is a product, b) the first argument of the root node is any valid subtree, c) the second
argument of the root node is any function of arity two, d)

the first argument of this function is the variable x, e) the
second argument of the function is any valid node in the
terminal set. One of the results obtained in [10] is
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and: 5 xo is the crossover probability; 58$" $"$ is the selection
probability of the schema  ;1 D+Y , D[Z ,
are an enumeration of all the possible program shapes, i.e. all the possible
schemata containing = signs only;
= @
ACB fixed-size-and-shape
D \D is the number
of nodes @ in the = common
re=
@
and shape D ; ]SD \D
is the
gion between shape D
set of indices of the crossover points in such a common
region; X4 T2 is the hyperschema obtained by replacing
all the nodes on the path between crossover point T and
the root node with = nodes, and all the subtrees connected
to those nodes with # nodes; QS T2 is the hyperschema
obtained by replacing the subtree below crossover point T
with a # node; if a crossover point T is in the common region between two programs but it is outside the schema
 , then X4 T2 and QS T2 are defined to be the empty
set. The hyperschemata X^T2 and QS T2 are important because, if one crosses over at point T any individual
in X4 T2 with any individual in Q0T , the resulting
offspring is always an instance of  . The steps involved
in the construction of X4 T2 and QS T2 for the schema
_ (* = (+ x =)) are illustrated in Figure 1.
As discussed in [8], it is possible to show that, in the absence of mutation, Equations 2 and 3 generalise and refine
not only the GP schema theorem in [6, 7] but also the version of Holland’s schema theorem [18] presented in [19],
as well as more recent GA schema theory [21, 22].
Very recently, this work has been extended in [11] where a
general, exact schema theory for genetic programming with
subtree swapping crossover was presented. The theory is
based on a generalisation of the notion of hyperschema and
on a Cartesian node reference system which makes it posZ
sible to describe programs as functions over the space ` .
The Cartesian reference system is obtained by considering
the ideal infinite tree consisting entirely of nodes of some
fixed maximum arity a max . This maximal tree would include 1 node of arity a max at depth 0, a max nodes of arity
a max at depth 1, a max Z nodes of arity a max at depth 2, and
1
proportionate selection bdcWe0fg2h
i
j Wc eSInfg2hkdfitness
cWeSfRghlIcmo'nk cpghh , where j cWeSfRg2h is the number of
trees in the schema e at time g , kdcWeSfqg2h is their mean fitness, and
dnk cpg2h is the mean fitness of the trees in the population.
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Figure 1: Example of a schema and some of its potential hyperschema building blocks. The crossover points in e are numbered
as shown in the top left.
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The theory in [11] is also applicable to standard GP
crossover [1] with and without uniform selection of the
crossover points, one-point crossover [6, 7], size-fair
crossover [20], strongly-typed GP crossover [23], contextpreserving crossover [24], and many others. The theory has
also been recently extended to subtree mutation and headless chicken crossover [14, 15]. It does not, however, currently cover the class of homologous operators and the goal
of this paper is to fill that theoretical gap.
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Given a node reference system it is possible to define functions over it. An example of such functions is the arity
function t+su Tvvwu which returns the arity of the node at
coordinates sT2 in w . For example, for the tree in Figure 2, t+xyx\wd^{z , t+2|x\wd^~} and t.}Ivwux .
Similarly, it is possible to define the common region membership function KsTv\w Y \w Z which returns true when
su T2 is part of the common region of wY and wuZ . Formally,
su Tv\w Y vw Z !9 when either sTxx or

t*Rs[3| T\w Y t*s+3| TWvw Z ^x
8 s+3| T  vw Y \w Z :"9
$
where T  7T a max  and   is the integer-part function.
This allows us to formalise the notion of common region:
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d

Figure 2: Syntax tree for the program (IF (AND x1 x2)
(OR x1 x3) x1) represented in a tree-independent Cartesian
node reference system for nodes with maximum arity 3. Unused
nodes and links of the maximal tree are drawn with dashed lines.
Only four layers and six columns are shown.
generally a max r nodes at depth s . Then one could imagine organising the nodes in the tree into layers of increasing
depth (see Figure 2) and assigning an index to each node in
a layer. The layer number s and the index T can then be used
to define a Cartesian coordinate system. Clearly, one could
also use this reference system to locate the nodes of nonmaximal trees. This is possible because a non-maximal tree
can always be described using a subset of the nodes and
links in the maximal tree. This is illustrated for the program (IF (AND x1 x2) (OR x1 x3) x1) in Figure 2. So, for example, the IF node would have coordinates (0,0), the AND would have coordinates (1,0), and the
x3 node would have coordinates (2,4). In this reference
system it is always possible to find the route to the root
node from any valid coordinate. Also, if one chooses a max
to be the maximum arity of the functions in the function
set, it is possible to use this reference system to represent
the structure of any program that can be constructed with
that function set.
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(4)

This is the notion of common region used in the schema
theorem for one-point crossover in Equation 2. As
indicated before, one-point crossover selects the same
crossover point in both parents by randomly choosing a
node in the common region. An alternative way to interpret the action of one-point crossover is to imagine that
the subset of nodes in ]SRwdY\wuZ below such a crossover
point are transferred from parent w Z into an empty coordinate system, while all the remaining nodes in ]Sw Y vw Z
are taken from parent wY . Clearly, nodes representing the
leaves of the common region should be transferred together
with their subtrees, if any. Other homologous crossovers
can simply be defined by selecting subsets of nodes in the
common region differently.
A good way to describe and model the class of homologous
crossovers is to extend the notions of crossover masks and
recombination distributions used in genetics [25] and in the
GA literature [26, 27, 28]. In a GA operating on fixedlength strings a crossover mask is simply a binary string.
When crossover is executed, the bits of the offspring corresponding to the 1’s in the mask will be taken from one
parent, those corresponding to 0’s from the other parent.
For example, if the parents are the strings aaaaaa and
bbbbbb and the crossover mask is 110100, one offspring
would be aababb. For operators returning two offspring it

is easy to show that the second offspring can be obtained by
simply complementing, bit by bit, the crossover mask. For
example, the complement of the mask 110100, 001011,
gives the offspring bbabaa. If the GA operates on strings
of length  , then }I different crossover masks are possible. If, for each mask T , one defines a probability, 5 F , that
the mask is selected for crossover, then it is easy to see how
different crossover operators can simply be interpreted as
different ways of choosing the probability distribution 5 F .
For example, for strings of length ¡ the probability
distribution for one-point crossover would be 5 F 1z for
the crossover masks T:xIx|xyIx|xyIIx and 5 F <x otherwise, while for uniform crossover 5 F _!¢ for all 16
T ’s. The probability distribution 5 F is called a recombination distribution.
Let us now extend the notion of recombination distributions
to genetic programming with homologous crossover. For
any given shape and size of the common region we can
define a set of GP crossover masks which correspond to
all possible ways in which a recombination event can take
place within the given common region. Because the nodes
in the common region are always arranged so as to form
a tree, it is possible to represent the common region as a
tree or an equivalent S-expression. So, GP crossover masks
can be thought of as trees constructed using 0’s and 1’s
that have the same size and shape as the common region.
So, for example, if the common region is represented by
the set of node coordinates (0,0),(1,0),(1,1)  , then there
are eight valid GP crossover masks: (0 0 0), (0 0 1),
(0 1 0), (0 1 1), (1 0 0), (1 0 1), (1 1 0)
and (1 1 1). The complement of a GP crossover mask
is an obvious extension, where the complement £ T has the
same structure as mask T but with the 0’s and 1’s swapped.
In the
J P following we will use ¤¦¥ to denote the set of the
} ¥ crossover masks associated with the common region
§ , where * § is the number of nodes in § . Since we are
typically interested in the common region defined? by two
trees, we’ll use ¤&RwdY\wuZ" as a shorthand for ¤ HKJp¨!© ¨ª P .

Once ¤¦¥ is defined we can define a fixed-size-and-shape
recombination distribution 5 F¥ which gives the probability
that crossover mask T6«¤ ¥ will be chosen for crossover
between individuals having common region § . Then the
¥
set 5 F !¬ §  , which we call a GP recombination distribution, completely defines the behaviour of a GP homologous
crossover operator, different operators being characterised
¥
by different assignments for the 5 F . For example, the GP
recombination distribution for uniform GP crossoverJ with
P
50% probability of exchanging nodes is 5 F¥ xy>®I  ¥ .
GP crossover masks and GP recombination distributions
generalise the corresponding GA notions. Indeed, as also
discussed in [8], GAs operating on fixed-length strings are
simply a special case of GP with homologous crossover.
This can be shown by considering the case of function sets

including only unary functions and initialising the population with programs of the same length. Since in a linear
GP system with fixed length programs every individual has
exactly the same size and (linear) shape, only one common
region § is possible. Therefore, only one fixed-size-and¥
shape recombination distribution 5 F is required to characterise crossover. In variable length GAs and GP, multiple
fixed-size-and-shape recombination distributions are necessary, one for every possible common region § .

4 Exact GP Schema Theory for Homologous
Crossovers
Using hyperschemata and GP recombination distributions
for homologous crossover, we obtain the following:
Theorem 1. The total transmission probability for a fixedsize-and-shape GP schema  under homologous crossover
is given by Equation 2 with

 xo  
;
¨©
±
w
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¨ª
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±
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where: the first two summations are over all the individuals in the population; ]SwY!vwZ is the common region between program w Y and program w Z ; ¤w Y vw ± Z is the set of
crossover masks associated with ]SwY\wuZ ; W´ is a function which returns 1 if ´ is true, 0 otherwise; ²&T is
defined below; £T is the complement of crossover mask T .

²: T2 is defined to be the empty set if T contains any node
not in  . Otherwise it is the hyperschema obtained by replacing certain nodes in  with either = or # nodes:
µ
µ

If a node in  corresponds to (i.e., has the same coordinates as) a non-leaf node in T that is labelled with a
0, then that node in  is replaced with a =.

µ

If a node in  corresponds to a leaf node in T that is
labelled with a 0, then it is replaced with a #.
All other nodes in 

are left unchanged.

If, for example, ¶ (* = (+ x =)), as indicated in
Figure 3(a), then ²&x0·x is obtained by first replacing the root node with a = symbol (because the crossover
mask has a function node 0 at coordinates (0,0)) and then
replacing the subtree rooted at coordinates (1,1) with a #
symbol (because the crossover mask has a terminal node
0 at coordinates (1,1)) obtaining (= = #). The schema
²: Vx¸ , which forms a complementary pair with
the previous one, is instead obtained by replacing the subtree rooted at coordinates (1,0) with a # symbol obtaining
(* # (+ x =)), as illustrated in Figure 3(b).
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The hyperschemata ²: T2 and ²:q£ T2 are generalisations
of the schemata X4 T2 and QS T2 used in Equation 2
(compare Figures 1 and 3). In general if one crosses over
using crossover mask T any individual in ²: T2 with any
individual in ²:q£ T2 , the resulting offspring is always an
instance of  .
Once the concept of
easily be proven.

²&T2

is available, the theorem can

Proof. Let 58w Y vw Z  Tv be the probability that, at generation , the selection-crossover process will choose parents
w Y and w Z and crossover mask T . Then, let us consider the
»
function

Rw Y \w Z  Tv\CK

±

±

Rw Y «²: T2 w Z «²:q£T2 ¼
Given two parent programs, wY and wZ , and a schema of
interest  , this function returns the value 1 if crossing over
wY and wuZ with crossover mask T yields an offspring in  .
It returns 0 otherwise. This function can be considered as
a measurement function (see [27]) that we want to apply to
the probability distribution of parents and crossover masks
at time ,» 58Rw Y \w Z  Tv . If w Y , w Z and T are stochastic variables with joint
» probability distribution 58w Y vw Z  Tv , the
function wY!vwZI Tv½ can be used to define a stochastic
variable ¾³
Rw Y \w Z T\» \C . The expected value of ¾ is:
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Figure 3: A complementary pair of hyperschemata

where 58WT¼ wdY\wuZ is the conditional probability that
crossover mask T will be selected when the parents are
w Y and w Z , while 58Rw Y  and 58w Z  are the selection
?
probabilities forHKJMthe
In homologous crossover
¨© ¨ª parents.
P±
F
58T¼ w Y vw Z  5
WT:«V¤&Rw Y \w Z  , so

Substituting this into Equation 6 with minor simplifications
leads to the expression of  xo in Equation 5.
À

+

(a)

This corresponds to the proportion of times the offspring of
w Y and w Z are in  .
We can write
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Since ¾ is a binary stochastic variable, its expected value
also represents the proportion of times it takes the value 1.

Equations 2 and 5 allow one to compute the exact total
transmission probability of a GP schema in terms of microscopic quantities. It is possible, however, to transform
this model into the following exact macroscopic model of
schema propagation
Theorem 2. The total transmission probability for a fixedsize-and-shape GP schema  under homologous crossover
is given by Equation 2 with

?
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Proof. Let us start$$"by
all the possible program
$ . considering
shapes D+Y , D[Z ,
These schemata represent disjoint
sets of programs. Their union represents the whole search
space, so
Á
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We insert the l.h.s.
± of this= expression and of an analogous
expression for wuZ«D
in Equation 5 and reorder the
terms obtaining:2
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D  (and similarly for 59²: £T2ÃU³D  ), this equation
À
completes the proof of the theorem.
Since
Á

This theorem is a generalisation of Equations 2 and 3.
These, as indicated in Section 2, are a generalisation of a recent GA schema theorem for one-point crossover [21, 22]
and a refinement (in the absence of mutation) of both the
GP schema theorem in [6] and Goldberg’s version [19] of
Holland’s schema theory [18]. The schema theorems in
this paper also generalise other GA results (such as those
summarised in [29]), as well as the result in [27, appendix],
since they can be applied to linear schemata and even fixedlength binary strings. So, in the absence of mutation, the
schema theory in this paper generalises and refines not only
earlier GP schema theorems but also old and modern GA
schema theories for one- and multi-point crossover, uniform crossover and all other homologous crossovers.
Once the value of & is available, it is trivial to extend (as we did in [10, 11]) the notion of effective fitness
provided in [21, 22] obtaining the following:
Corollary 3. The effective fitness of a fixed-size-and-shape
GP schema  under homologous crossover is
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5 Example
Since the calculations involved in applying exact GP
schema theorems can become quite lengthy, we will limit
ourselves here to one extremely simple example. For applications of this and related schema theories see [12, 13,
14, 15, 30]. To make clearer the relationship between
this work and our theory for one-point crossover, we will
use the same example as in [10], this time using general
homologous crossover operators instead of just one-point
crossover.

Let

us

imagine

that

we have a function set
including only unary functions, and the terminal set t4í\\ê4ív]&í\\ìí\ í\ . Since,
all functions are unary, we can unambiguously represent
expressions without parenthesis. In addition, since the only
terminal in each expression is the rightmost node, we can
remove the subscripts without generating any ambiguity.
Thus, every member of the search space can be seen as a
variable-length string over the alphabet tîê#\]\ì  ,
and GP with homologous crossover is really a non-binary
variable-length GA.

téy\êé\]ëéì0é éy

Let us now consider the schema AB=. We want to measure
its total transmission probability (with 5 xo 1 ) under fitness proportionate selection and an arbitrary homologous
crossover operator for the following population:
Population
AB
BCD
ABC
ABCD

Fitness
2
2
4
6

In order to apply Equation 7 we first need to number all
the possible program shapes D Y , D Z , etc.. Let D Y be =, D Z
be ==, D[ï be === and Dñð be ====. We do not need to
consider other, larger shapes because the population does
not contain any larger programs. We then need to evaluate
Á =
the shape of the common regions to determine ¤&D D
for all valid values of ò and ó . In this case the common
regions can be naturally represented using integers which
represent the length of the common region. Since the
length of the commonÁ region
= is the length of the shorter
parent, we know ]SD D {ôSõMö%ò|\ó . Then, for each
common region § we need to identify the hyperschemata
²: AB=  T2 for all the meaningful
Á crossover masks T0«¤9¥
and calculate ²: AB= T24UD
for all meaningful values
of ò . These calculations are shown in Table 1. Using this
table we can apply Equation 7, obtaining, after simplifica¥
tion and omitting and the superscript § from 5 F for brevity,

Ä c AB=hÃi Ä xo c AB=h

Ç
Æ
Å Â N b Í bcW¹8cWeSfºhSÖ hMbcW¹cWe0f nºh.Ö h
Ë Í7Îù2ú Ñ ËRûüý þ ÿ
ú b Ë hMbc  iåhMbciåh 
úú  b ËË hMbc  iåhMbciåiåh 
ú Ë  buË ú hMbc
i iåhMbc  iåh 
úúú  b ËËË hMbc  iåh\c>bciåiåiåh  bciåiåiåiåhh 
úú Ë  b ËË ú hMbciåiåiåh\c>bc  *iåh  bc  iåiåhh 
ú Ë ú  buË ú ËhMbc  iåiåh\c>bc
i iåh  bci iåiåhh 
ú ËË  b Ë úú hMbc
i iåh\c>bc ½iåiåh  bc  iåiåiåhhÞ

i
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i

c>b
>c b
>c b
>c b
>c b
>c b
>c b

This equation is valid for any homologous crossover operator, each of which is defined by the set of 5 F . It is
easy to specialises it for one-point crossover by using the

¹c AB= fºh
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Table 1: Crossover masks and schemata necessary to calculate

5   , 5 5Y!I} ,

 5 Y  5 Y\Y !z and 5 F  x for all other

We believe that this paper extends this series of breakthroughs. Here we have presented a new schema theory applicable to genetic programming and both variableand fixed-length genetic algorithms with homologous
crossover. The theory is based on the concepts of GP
crossover masks and GP recombination distributions, both
introduced here for the first time. As discussed in Section 4,
this theory also generalises and refines a broad spectrum of
previous work in GP and GA theory.
Clearly this paper is only a first step. We have not yet
made any attempt to use our new schema evolution equations to understand the dynamics of GP or variable-length
GAs with homologous crossover or to design competent
GP/GA systems. In other recent work, however, we have
specialised and applied the theory for other operators to understand phenomena such as operator biases and the evolution of size in variable length GAs [12, 13, 14, 15]. In the
future we hope to be able to do the same and produce exciting new results with the theory presented here.

recombination distribution

5
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crossover masks. This leads to the same result as in [10].
It is also easy to specialise the previous equation to uniform crossover
J%FMP by using the recombination distribution
5 F  x ®|2 , where *WT2 is the length of crossover
mask T . Doing so in this case yields  AB=  !xy>}#"|xI¢ .
For the same example, in [10] we obtained  AB=  $
xy>}#%}I® for one-point crossover, which indicates that uniform crossover is slightly less “friendly” towards the
schema. We can also use Equation 8 to compute the effective fitness for the schema AB= for both uniform and
one-point crossover, obtaining values of approximately 3.9
and 4.1, respectively. These values are very close to the
actual average fitness of the schema in the current population, 4, suggesting that in this case disruption and creation
effects tend to balance out. This is not always the case,
however, as is shown in [10].

6 Conclusions
Unlike GA theory, which has made considerable progress
in the last ten years or so, GP theory has typically been
scarce, approximate and, as a rule, not terribly useful. This
is not surprising given the youth of GP and the complexities of building theories for variable size structures. In
the last year or so, however, significant breakthroughs have
changed this situation radically. Today not only do we have
exact schema theorems for GP with a variety of operators
including subtree mutation, headless chicken crossover,
standard crossover, one-point crossover, and all other subtree swapping crossovers, but this GP theory also generalises and refines a broad spectrum of GA theory, as indicated in Section 2.

The authors would like to thank the members of the EEBIC (Evolutionary and Emergent Behaviour Intelligence
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